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OUR STORY
Armoir Fashion brings you a piece of the old world craft with hand selected materials styles of minimalism and great functionality. Specializing in
handcrafted small leather accessories made with genuine Italian leather, ,
these functional pieces highlight the human touch with high-end finishes
and acute attention to detail. Armoir brings vintage designs back to life
with contemporary, high-fashion, boho-style accessories. The minimalism
and timeless cuts and patterns make these accessories live on. Let each
piece take you on a journey through time and self-discovery, stay in style
stay in motion.

BE REMEMBERED

LBSS010 - denim blue

LB038 - Brown West
LBSS010 - Tan

LB038 - Cognac edge
LB038 - Tan West

LB038 - Blue edge $27

LB018 - Black
LB013 - blk/brwn

LB0STD- Black

LB017 - Red marble

LB020 - Antique black

LB020 - Antique brown

LB015 - Reversible black & brown

LB017 - Blue marble

LBW034-black

LBW036-cognac

LBW036-black

LBW020-Brown

LBW020-Black

LBW020-Brown

LBW020-Resin BLK

LBW034-brown

LBW030 - Brown

LBW031-Brown

LBW031-Black

COWHIDE
FULL GRAIN
BELTS
Our leather is selected and
cured with great attention to
detail. Natural plant based
oils are used and therefore
our leather is Veg tanned with
no chemcials and toxins.
There is a wide variety of belt
designs both for women and
men. Ranging in sizes 30”44”. All carefully crafted in
Canada.
All belts come packaged with
product tags, usage and care
instructions and in a natural
recycled Kraft gift box.

LBW-N-BLK

LBW-N-BRWN

LBW-N-RED

LBW-BOW -RED

LBW-BOW -BLK

LBW-BOW -CGN

LBW027-tan

LB038 - Cog edge

LBW-N-COG

LB020 - Antique black

CREDIT CARD
WALLETS
Wide variety of Crazy horse leather
card holders and Bi-fold wallets.
Spacious and very durable cowhide.
Beautifully hand edged and machine stitched.
Crafted in Canada.

TRAVEL RETRO
CARD

FULL SIZE WALLETS
Spacious classic wallets measure 11cm x 8 cm x 2.2cm when closed. Different
configurations but they all have room for cash, extra flap for credit cards, insert
slots, and change pouch inside. RFID protected. All natural cowhide structure.
Avaialble colours are brown, cobalt, tan, maroon, black.

MINI CLUTCH
Ladies favourite zipper clutch. 3 separate compartements, spacious enough for
your phone, cards, make-up, antyhing on the go. Soft cowhide - Made in Canada.

PORTFOLIO
COLLECTION

The perfect piece for any influential and
high-powered gentleman. These cowhide
portfolios house a pen, credit cards, a tablet and
smart phone along with paperwork.
Carefully stitched and crafted with a hidden
closure inside. Made in Canada

LW010 - Grey

MPG010 - Brown

LW010 - Black
MPG010 - Merlot

LW010 - Red

MPG010 - Black

SPACIOUS
WRISTLETS
Both designs
Have plenty of space for credit cards
cash, and smart phones and more.
TOM wristlet has more compartements and a masculine feel. DON
writslets have a longer handle and
accented stitching with a fold out
credit card slot. Durable and soft
cowhide. - Made in Canada

DON
COLLECTION

DON-WRISTLET - Cognac
With blue stitching.

TOM
COLLECTION
DON-WRISTLET - Brown
with ivory stitching

DON-WRISTLET - Black
with black stitching

BELLA
BELT BAGS

SMART
SIDE BAG

Available in - cognac, creme, black

Available in - Blue, black, violet

Crafted in Canada
comes with adjustable belt can be removed
BBB - 010

Crafted in Canada
SSB - 010

EXPEDITION
LADIES WALLET

Available in - green, cognac, black, red
Crafted in Portugal
ELW - 010

TRANSIT
LADIES WALLET
Available in - cognac, blue, green, black
Crafted in Canada
TLW - 010

R021

LORY CARD
WALLET
POP-OUT
WALLET
Wallets that pop, YES ! These are best sellers, as they are
spacious enough for numerous credit cards, slot for cash
and 3 slots for cards. The pop out area has room for 5-6 immediate usage cards, the inside pockets house other cards
making this wallet slim yet spacious.
Available in - Black, Brown.

Every female enjoys a pop of
colour. With this we bring the Lory
card wallet which is crafted out
of supple cowhide leather using
layers of multi coloured pieces.
and carefully stitched. Highly functional with a gold accented zipper,
key ring multiple slots and a main
compartement. Stay organized
and stay in style with this
awesome look.
Available in - Blue, Green.

KEY WALLET
STAY ORGANIZED
This defines class and keeps your organized.
Cowhide leather lychee finish with overall zip
opening and clip toggle allows you to store your
car or house keys in one place.
Available in the colours below.
Crafted in Canada.

INITIALS POUCH
KEY OR PURSE

Get noticed and stay organized with this hot card pouch.
Soft lambskin coin/card pouch with a key ring comes with
all letters, making it an ideal key tag, or can hang off of larger
purse. Length 10.5CM x 8.5CM with an open slot on the back
and 3 zipper slots. Key tag is resin with gold finishings.
Crafted in Portugal

PUPPY TAGS
KEY OR PURSE
These accessories are simply fun and must haves.
Can be attached to your keys, purse or wallet.
They have a rounded puffy look which makes
them more realistic and adorable, with gold
accented clips and rings.
Available in - brown, tan, red, black, grey, cognac
10 cm Height.

FOLDER CLIPS
PEN HOLDER
This collection features fun and practical pen holder clips
that easily clip on to folders, agendas, take your pen with you
everywhere you go and stay organized.
The stainless steel clip bends easily but is robust enough to
remain in place, the loop is crazy horse cowhide.
Makes a great gift add on.
5.5 cm length

CROSS BODY
SHOULDER BAG
Off the shoulder, spacious bags. Wear them
for running around the city or when you travel.
Spacious and roomy, stay in style with the accented adjustable strap and statement zippers.
Length is 19CM width is 11CM height is 14CM.
Available in black, white, mauve.
Material is Poly leather with a lychee pattern
finish.
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